MAJOR BIKE ROUTES - 102 AVENUE

AESTHETIC OPTIONS

June 1, 2015

- MAJOR BIKE ROUTES
- STATIONARY BOLLARDS
- FLEXIBLE BOLLARDS
- BOLLARDS
- CONCRETE W/ SANDBLASTED BANDS
- REPAIR STATION
- PAIRED STONE
- PAVING STONE CROSSINGS
- CITY OF EDMONTON Q-RACK
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL

CYCLING FEATURES

- CITY OF EDMONTON Q-RACK
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL

HARD SURFACE ENHANCEMENTS

- CITY OF EDMONTON Q-RACK
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL
- CITY OF EDMONTON BIKE CORRAL
AESTHETIC OPTIONS

MAJOR BIKE ROUTES - 102 AVENUE

June 1, 2015

AMENITIES WAYFINDING

FB-324
VICTOR STANLEY

LILY
VICTOR STANLEY

MLB305B
MGGLN

BENCHES

NEGROMANTICO
LANDSCAPE FORMS

STREET SIGN BLADES

ALBERT AVE

MLB700B

PLANTERS

CITY OF EDMONTON WASTE RECEPTACLE

WASTE RECEPTACLE

ILLUMINATED COLUMNS

WAYFINDING

DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE
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